THE note, " Errors in Legendre's tables of linear divisors," by Dr. D. N. Lehmer (BULLETIN, volume 8, constrains me to observe that the errors in the tables annexed to Tchebychef's Theory of Congruences were corrected in the third Russian edition of this work.
In a short preface to this new edition of the Theory of Congruences, published in the year 1901,1 announced that Mr. J. J. Ivanof and myself had devoted special attention to the annexed tables and had carefully revised them and corrected several errors. THE Paris academy of sciences announces the following prizes in mathematics for 1905 : the Francoeur prize of 1,000 francs for discoveries or work useful for the progress of pure or applied mathematics ; Poncelet prize of 2,000 francs in applied mathematics. Besides these, the following general prizes are offered for the promotion of scientific knowledge :
